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Brief facts of the case-

Mrs. Amruta Tabhji Wagh holding Indian passport No. T 61g58g4
(hereinafter also referred as "the passenger,) arrived at Terminal-2, svpl
Airport, Ahmedabad by Indigo Flight No. 6E oz2 from Dubai to Ahmedabad on
16.o3.2o2o.on suspicion, she was intercepted by the officers of customs for
detailed checking after she opted for clearance through green channel.

2. She was inquired by officers of Customs whether she were having any
dutiable/restricted items to declare before customs, in response to which she
replied in negative. The customs authorities scanned one check in bag and one
hand bag but nothing objectionable is found. The customs authorities asked
the passenger to walk through the Door Frame Metal Detector (DFMD); after
removing all metallic objects from her body/clothes. The passenger readily
removed her watch, belt, ring, mobile, and kept them in a plastic tray and

thereafter passes through the DFMD machine. On her passing through the
DPMD, a ioud beep sound was generated from the DFMD machine. The officer
of Customs again asked passenger to remove all metallic objects, the passenger

removed two bangles and a bracelet hidden inside her sleeve ofjacket and one

chain under her T-shirt and kept them in a plastic tray and thereafter passed

through the DFMD machine. On her passing through the DFMD, and no sound

is generated from the DFMD machine. The officers of Customs then passes the

plastic tray containing two bangles, bracelet and chain through the X-Ray

scanning machine. The passenger's two bangles, bracelet and chain and

remaining articles are now scanned in the X-ray machine to which a dark black

coloured image with yellow outline appeared. The Customs authorities asked

whether the two bangles, bracelet and chain are made of 24 Carat Gold, to

which the passenger confessed that the said two bangles, bracelet and chain

are in raw gold form.

3. Thereafter, Government Approved Valuer Shri Kartikey Soni was called

telephonically for valuation, ascertaining the purity and exact weight of said

two bangles, bracelet and chain recovered from the said passenger' The

Government Approved Valuer, vide valuation report dated 16.03.2020, stated

that two bangles is weighing 163.290 grams , bracelet is weighing 59'830

grams and chain is weighing 138.880 grams , having purity of 999.0 24 carat

and totally weighing 362.000 Grams , having its Tariff value at Rs.

13,57,355/- (Rupees thirteen Lakh fifty seven thousand three hundred and

fifty five Only) and Market Value at Rs. 15,38,500/- (Rupees fifteen Lakh
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4. Statement of Mrs. Amruta Tabhji Wagh was recorded on 16.03.2020

wherein she, inter alia, stated that

F she can read, write and understand English, Gujarati and Hindi languages;

> that she had gone on 12.O3.2O2O to Dubai from Mumbai International

Airport, that at the time of her departure at Dubai she was carrying Indian

Rupees 2,OOO l- and 30 dirham;

F on her arrival, she was intercepted by the Customs officials, in presence of

the independent panchas, the AIU officer asked her to walk through the

Door Frame Metal Detector (DFMD) machine in presence of customs lady

officer; prior to passing through the said DFMD, and to remove all the

metallic objects which she was wearing on her body.

F She have readily removed her watch, belt, ring, mobile, and kepts them in a
plastic tray and thereafter passed through the DFMD machine. On her

passing through the DFMD, a loud beep sound was generated from the

DFMD machine. The AIU officer again asked her to remove all metallic

objects, and she removed two bangles and a bracelet hidden inside her

sleeve ofjacket and one chain under her T-shirt and keep them in a plastic

tray and thereafter pass through the DFMD machine. On her passing

through the DFMD, and no sourld is generated from the DPMD machine.

F The AIU officer then passed the plastic tray containing two bangles,

bracelet and chain through the X-Ray scanning machine. Her two bangles,

bracelet and chain and remaining articles were now scanned in the X-ray

machine to which a dark Black coloured image with Yellow outline appears.

The Officer asked whether the two bangles, bracelet and chain are made of

24 Carat Gold, to which she confessed that the said two bangles, bracelet

and chain are in raw gold form;

F her sister in law (Bhabhi) namely Daksha Wagh who is staying in Dubai
came to Dubai International airport to pick her and she stayed with her at

their house but she do not know the name of area of the same. On being

specifically asked she stated that mobile number of her sister in law

(Bhabhi) Daksha Wagh is +91 8390175883.she stated that she is having

same number in Dubai; that her said sister in law is staying alone there in

Dubai and her brother Mr Mukesh Wagh is staying in Mumbai;

! her said sister in law (Bhabhi) namely Daksha Wagh who is staying in

Dubai has booked her ticket for the same and her said sister in law (Bhabhi)

namely Daksha Wagh who is staying in Dubai has asked her to carry the
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thirty eight thousand five hundred only) which were placed under seizure vide

Panchnama dated 16.03.202O under the reasonable belief that the goods were

smuggled into India and liable for confiscation under the provisions of the

Customs Act, 1962.



said seized goods as seized under panchanam proceedings dated
16.03.2020 and her said sister in law (Bhabhi) is supposed to give some
money to carry for the same;

) she doesn't have any invoice or legal documents of the said seized gold.
F she had intentionally not declared the said substance before the customs

Authorities on her arrival at sVp International Airport Ahmedabad, as she
wanted to clear it illicitly and evade payment of duty. She was fully aware
that clearing gold jewellery in raw form without declaring before customs,
with an intent to evade payment of customs duty, is an offence, under the
provisions of Customs Act, 7962 and Regulations framed there under.

5. Whereas for further investigation, and on the basis of statement dated
16.03.2020 of the passenger, a letter was written to the Nodal officer of
Vodafone Idea Ltd, , calling to forward copies of application forms.SDR

containing the photograph, name , address and contact and other details of
the Mobile Number 9769180803 & 8390175883 and requested to forward

CDR of said mobile numbers to the concerned telecom authorities.

6. Whereas on the basis of CDR sent by the telecom authorities, the

Mobile Number 9769 180803 belonged to Amruta Wagh and address of

subscriber was DMJ 65 Apporoach Road, Mahalaxmi Tulsiwadi Mohalla,

Mumbai 400034. Hence, Summons under section 108 of the Customs Act

1962 dated OI.O7.2O2O issued to Amruta Wagh R/o Str floor, room No.

511, Sindhu Durgh society, Ghatkopar West, Mumbai, Maharashtra to appear

before the Superintendent of Customs, SVPI, Ahmedabad on O9.O7.2O2O

and 13.07.2O20 and 17.7.2O2O to tender statement.

7. Whereas on the basis of CDR sent by the telecom authorities the

Mobile Number 8390175883 belonged to Mr Mukesh Wagh and address of

the subscriber was 645 DMS Approach Road,BN Rathod Margh, Tardeo,

Mumbai PIN 400034, Maharashtra Hence, summons under section 108 of

the Customs Act'1962 dated O 1.O7.2020 issued to MrMukesh Wagh and

Daksha WaghW/o Mukesh Wagh r/o 645 DMS Approach Road,BN Rathod

Margh, Tardeo, Mumbai PIN 400034, Maharashtra to appear before the

Superintendent of Customs, SVPI, Ahmedabad on 09.O7 .2O2O and

13.O7.2O2O to tender statement.

8. Whereas neither Mrs. Amruta Tabhji Wagh, Mr. Mukesh Wagh and

Daksha Wagh w/o Mukesh Wagh turned up before the investigation officer.

Mrs. Amruta Tabhji Wagh sent an email on 16.7.2O2O stating that she would

not be able to be present on due date due to Covid -19 and as per her
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knowledge, Daksha Wagh to whom these goods belong, is still in Dubai and

requested to call her for enquiry after 2O2O after the pandemic gets over.

9. An SCN dated 10.O9.2020 was issued to Mrs. Amruta Tabhji Wagh, by the

Joint Commissioner, Customs Ahmedabad as to why :

(i) The recovered 24Kt and 999.0 purity gold viz Gold kadi Wali Chain ( I
piece) weighing 163.290 gram, Gold Lucky (1 piece) weighing 59.830

grams and Gold Bangles (O2 pieces) weighing 138.880 grams, total (4

piece) and totally weighing 362.00 grams having Tariff value at Rs.

13,57,355 (Rupees Thirteen lakh lifty Seven thousand three hundred

and fifty Iive Only) and Market Value at Rs. 15,38,5OO/- (Rupees Fifteen

Lakh thirty eight thousand five hundred only) , recovered from her and

placed under seizure under panchnama dated 16.03.2020 and should

not be confiscated under the provisions of Section 111(d), 111(i), 1110)

and 111(m) of the Act;

(ii) Penalty should not be imposed upon the passenger under Section

112(a) and I l2(b) of the Act.

DEFENCE REPLY & PERSONAL HEARING:-

1(). Mrs. Amruta Tabhji Wagh has not filed any defence reply to the show

cause notice issued.

11. Mrs. Amruta Tabhji Wagh was offered a personal hearing on 23.04.2021

& 13.05.2021. The noticee appeared on 13.O5.2O21 for personal hearing

through video conferencing. She stated that the seized goods does not belong to

her. Further, she stated that she was misguided and had not done anything

wrong intentionally. Also she requested to clear all the charges and requested

to remove her name from the above mentioned case as discussed in the

personal hearing. She also requested to waive off the charges and penalty if
there was any to carry those goods. Other than this, she has nothing more to

add.

DISCUSSIONS AND FINDINGS

12. I have carefully gone through the facts of the case and the oral

submission made during the course of personal hearing as well as the

documents available on records. I proceed to decide the case on the basis of

facts and evidences available on record.
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13. The sole issue for consideration is the proposal for confrscation of
recovered 24Kt aod 999.0 purity gold viz Gold kadi Wali Chain ( 1 piece)

weighing 163.290 gram, Gold Lucky (1 piece) weighing 59.830 grams and Gold

Bangles (O2 pieces) weighing 138.880 grams , total (4 piece) and totally
weighing 362.OO grams having Tariff value at Rs. 13,57,355 (Rupees Thirteen

lakh fifly Seven thousand three hundred and fifty live Only) and Market Value

at Rs. 15,38,500/- (Rupees Fifteen Lakh thirty eight thousand five hundred

only) placed under seizure vide panchnama dated l6.O3.2O2O.The seizure

was made under Section 110 of Customs Act, 1962 on the reasonable belief

that the said goods were smuggled into India and liable for confiscation under

the provisions of the Customs Act, 1962.

14. I find that the panchnama clearly draws out the fact that the passenger

was intercepted when she was passing and was about to exit the green

channel, and on the basis of suspicious movement, personal search of the

passenger and her baggage was conducted. The passenger did not declare the

gold and denied to have dutiable goods. It is mentioned in the panchnama that

the baggages of the passenger were scanned but nothing objectionable was

found. The Customs authorities asked the passenger to walk through the Door

Frame Metal Detector (DFMD); after removing all metallic objects from her

body/clothes. The passenger readily removes her watch, belt, ring, mobile, and

kept them in a plastic tray and thereafter passes through the DFMD machine.

On her passing through the DFMD, a loud beep sound was generated from the

DFMD machine. The officer of Customs again asked passenger to remove all

metallic objects, the passenger removed two bangles and a bracelet hidden

inside her sleeve ofjacket and one chain under her T-shirt and kept them in a

plastic tray and thereafter passed through the DFMD machine. On her passing

through the DFMD, and no sound is generated from the DFMD machine. The

officers of Customs then passes the plastic tray containing two bangles,

bracelet and chain through the X.Ray scanning machine. The passenger's two

bangles, bracelet and chain and remaining articles are now scanned in the X-

ray machine to which a dark black coloured image with yellow outline

appeared. The Customs authorities asked whether the two bangles, bracelet

and chain are made of 24 Carat Gold, to which the passenger confessed that

the said two bangles, bracelet and chain are in raw gold form. It is on record

that the passenger had admitted that she was carrying .gold which was

intended to smuggle in without declaring before Customs Officers. It is also on

record that the Govemment approved valuer has tested and certified that that

Gold kadi Wali Chain ( I piece) weighing 163.290 gram, Gold Luclry (1 piece)

weighing 59.830 grams and Gold Bangles (02 pieces) weighing 138.880 grams,

total (4 piece) and totally weighing 362.00 grams having Tariff value at Rs.
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13,57,355 (Rupees Thirteen lakh frfry Seven thousand three hundred and hfty

five Only) and Market Value at Rs. 15,38,50O/- (Rupees Fifteen Lakh thirty
eight thousand five hundred only) which were placed under seizure vide

Panchnama dated 16.03.2020 in the presence ofthe passenger and Panchas.

16. It is clear case of non declaration with an intent to smuggle the gold.

Accordingly, there is sufficient evidence to say that the passenger had kept the

gold which was in her possession and failed to declare the same before the

Customs Authorities on her arrival at SVP International Airport, Ahmedabad. It
is seen that the passenger had not filed the baggage declaration form or e- file

the baggage declaration on Atithi mobile application and had not declared the

gold which was in her possession, as envisaged under Section 77 of tlne Act

read with the Baggage Rules and Baggage Regulations. passenger had

attempted to smuggle gold into India with an intention to evade payment of

Customs duty. Gold kadi Wali Chain ( I piece) weighing 763.290 gram, Gold

Lucky (1 piece) weighing 59.830 grams and Gold Bangles (02 pieces) weighing
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15. I find that it is quite clear that the passenger has neither questioned the

manner of the panchnama proceedings at the material time nor controverted

the facts detailed in the panchnama during the course of recording her

statement. Every procedure conducted during the panchnama by the Officers

is well documented and made in the presence of the panchas as well as the

passenger. The passenger has not dislodged any of the facts narrated in her

deposition. The passenger in her statement dated 16.03.2O20 stated that the

Gold kadi Wali Chain ( 1 piece) weighing 163.290 gram, Gold Lucky (1 piece)

weighing 59.830 grams and Gold Bangles (02 pieces) weighing 138.880 grams

does not belong to her. The passenger in her statement dated 16.03.2020

further stated that her said sister in 1aw (Bhabhi) namely Daksha Wagh who is

staying in Dubai had booked her ticket for the same and her said sister in law

(Bhabhi) namely Daksha Wagh who is staying in Dubai has asked her to carry

the said seized goods and her said sister in law (Bhabhi) is supposed to give

some money to carry for the same. In fact, in her statement, she has clearly

admitted that she had intentionally not declared the seized items i.e. Gold kadi

Wali Chain ( I piece) weighing 163.290 gram, Gold Luclry (l piece) weighing

59.830 grams and Gold Bangles (02 pieces) weighing 138.880 gram, totally

weighing 362.00 grams having purity 999 of 24kt on her arrival before the

Customs officer with an intent to clear them illicitly and evade payment of
Customs duty and thereby, violated provisions of Customs Act, the Baggage

Rules, the Foreign Trade (Development & Regulations) Act, 1992, the Foreign

Trade (Development & Regulations) Rules, 1993 and the Foreign Trade Policy

20t5-2020.



13a.8ao grarn, totally weighing 362.00 grams having purity 999 of 24kt
cannot be construed as 'llonafide baggage'within the meaning of section 79 of
the Customs Act 1962 read with Para 2.26 of the Foreign Trade policy, 2015-
202O. As per Para 2.26 of the Foreign Trade policy, a passenger is allowed to
import bona-fide household and personal effect only, as his bona-fide baggage.

It a.lso seen that the said passenger attempted to smuggle the goods without
filing the customs declaration form, which is in contravention of section 77 of
the Customs Act 1962 read with the Baggage Rules, 2016 (.Baggage RulesJ and
Regulation 3 of the Customs Baggage Declaration Regulations, 2013 (tsaggage

Regulations). The case of smuggling of gold recovered from her possession and

which was kept undeclared with an intention of smuggling the same and in
order to evade payment of Customs duty is conclusively proved. Thus, it is

proved that passenger violated Section 77 , Section 79 of tlne Customs Act for

import/ smuggling of gold which were not for bona-fide use and thereby violated

Rule 1i of the Foreign Trade Regulation Rules 1993, and para 2.26 of the

Foreign Trade Policy 2Ol5-2O.

17. From the facts discussed above, it is evident that the passenger had

brought gold with an intention to smuggle the same and thereby clearing the

same without payment of Customs duty applicable on them, therefore, has

made the gold kadi Wali Chain ( 1 piece) weighing 163.290 gram, Gold Lucky (1

piece) weighing 59.830 grams and GoId Bangles (O2 pieces) weighing 138.88O

gram, totally weighing 362.00 grams having purity 999 of 24k! liable for

confiscation, under the provisions of Sections 111(d), (il, 1110), 1 1l(m) of the

Customs Act 1962. By not declaring the gold and keeping the same

undeclared, it is established that the passenger had a clear intention to bring

the gold undetected and clear the gold without payment of Customs duty. The

act of omission in relation to the subject goods falls within the ambit of

'smuggling' as del-rned under Section 2(391 ol the Act. It is also seen that the

gotd is to be construed as 'prohibited', in terms of the provisions of Section

2(33) of the Customs Act 1962. Hence, it is proved beyond doubt that all the

above acts of contravention on the part of the passenger have rendered Gold

kadi Wali Chain ( I piece) weighing 163.290 gram, Gold Luclry (1 piece)

weighing 59.830 grams and Gold Bangles (02 pieces) weighing 138.880 gram,

totally weighing 362.00 grams having purity 999 of 24kt having Tariff value at

Rs. 13,57,355 (Rupees Thirteen lakh lifty Seven thousand three hundred and

fifty five Only) and Market Value at Rs. 15,38,5O0/- (Rupees Fifteen Lakh thirty

eight thousand Iive hundred only) placed under seizure vide panchnama dated

16.03.2020, are liable for conllscation under the provisions of Sections 111(d),

(i), 1110) and 111(m) of the Act.
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18. I further find that the gold is not on the list of prohibited items per se but
import of the same is controlled. The view taken by the Hon''ble Supreme Court

in the case of Om Prakash Bhatia however in very clear terms lay down the

principle that if importation and exportation of goods are subject to certain

prescribed conditions, which are to be fulfilled before or after clearance of

goods, non-fulfillment of such conditions would make the goods fall within the

ambit of 'prohibited goods'. This makes the gold seized in the present case

"prohibited goods' as the passenger trying to smuggle jewellery and which for

an eligible female person is only 40 grams and import of gold is allowed except

ornaments after declaration of the same and payment of duty. The passenger

in her statement dated 16.03.2020 and during personal hearing has stated

that the Gold kadi Wali Chain ( 1 piece) weighing 163.290 gram, Gold Lucky (1

piece) weighing 59.83O grams and Gold Bangles (02 pieces) weighing 138.880

grams does not belong to her. The passenger in her statement dated

16.O3.2O2O further stated that her said sister in law (Bhabhi) namely Daksha

Wagh who is staying in Dubai had booked her ticket for the same and her said

sister in law (Bhabhi) namely Daksha Wagh who is staying in Dubai has asked

her to carry the said seized goods and her said sister in law (Bhabhi) is

supposed to give some money to carry for the same. The passenger did not take

the seized gold before going through DFMD machine with an intention to

smuggle the same and evade payment of Customs duty. By using this modus it
is proved that the goods are offending in nature, on its importation. Hence, I

am of the view that the gold kadi Wali Chain ( 1 piece) weighing 763.290 gram,

Gold Luclry (f piece) weighing 59.830 grams and Gold Bangles (O2 pieces)

weighing 138.880 gram, totally weighing 362.00 grams having purity 999 of

24kt recovered from the passenger would be iiable to absolute confiscation. I

am therefore, not inclined to use my discretion to give an option to redeem gold

kadi Wali Chain ( 1 piece) weighing 163.290 gram, Gold Lucky (1 piece)

weighing 59.830 grams and Gold Bangles (02 pieces) weighing 138.880 gram,

totally weighing 362.00 grams having purity 999 of 24kt on payment of a
redemption fine, as envisaged under Section 125 of the Act.

19. I further hnd that in the case of Khemani Purshottam Mohandas vs

CC,CSI Airport, Mumbai reported in 2Ol7 (354) ELT 275 (Tri. Mumbai),Hon'ble

Tribunal also upheld the absolute conhscation of the seized smuggled gold

holding the view that allowing redemption fine is at discretion of the

adjudicating authority based on the facts of case and the fact of smuggling of

gold was not disputed in the case of Hon'ble Tribunal. In the case before me,

the fact is that the passenger attempted to smuggle the gold with an intention

to evade detention by Customs and therefore I am not inclined to use
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discretion of giving option to the passenger as I find that the smuggled gold in
the present case is liable to absolute confiscation.

2o. Similarly in its decision, the High Court of Madras in the case of
Samyanathan Murugesan reported at 2OO9 (247) EW 21(Mad) held that the

Commissioner's order for absolute confiscation in a case of smuggling of gold

was proper.

21. The Hon'ble High Court Of Madras in the matter of COMMISSIONER OF

CUSTOMS (AIR), CHENNAI-I Versus P. SINNASAMY 2Ot6 (344) E.L.T.

1154 (Mad.) held-

Redemption Jine - Option - Conftscation of smuggled gold - Redemption

cannot be allouted, as a matter of ight - Discretion anfered on adjudicating

authoritA to decide - Not open to Tribunal fo rssue anA positiue directions to

adjudicating authoritA to exercise option in fauour of redemption.

22. In 2O2O (371) E.L.T. 224 (Mad.l, The High Court Of Judicature At

Madras in the matter of Commissioner Of Customs (Air), Chennai-I Versus

Abdul Azeez has held that established facts indicated that noticee had

smuggled gold into country and he had no documents/explanation for its
lawful possession and there was no scope for remand of matter to
Commissioner with direction to exercise discretion to give option for

redemption of gold.
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Tribunal had arrogated powers of adjudicating authoritg by directing

autlnritg to release gold bg exercising option in fauour of respondent -

Tlibunal had ouerlooked categorical finding of adjudicating authoity that

respondent had deliberately attempted to smuggle 2548.3 grams of gold, by

concealing and utithout declaration of Customs for monetary consi.deration -

Adjudicating authoity had giuen reasons for anfiscation of gold while

allouting redemption of other goods on pagment of fine - Discretion exercised

by authoitg to deng release, is in accordance uith la ut - Interference bg

Tribunal is against lanl and unjustifted -

25. ln 2Ol9 (37O) E.L.T. 1743 (G.O.l.),before the Government Of India,

Ministry Of Finance,[Department of Revenue - Revisionary Authority];Ms.

Mallika Arya, Additional Secretary in Abdul Kalam Ammangod Kunhamu vide

Order No. L7 /2019-Cus., dated 7-lO-2O19 in F. No. 375l06lBl2O17-RA stated

that it is observed that C.B.l. & C. had issued instruction vide ktter F. No.



a9515192-Cus. VI, dated 10-5-1993 wherein it has been instructed that "in
respect of gold seized for non-declaration, no option to redeem the same on

redemption line under Section 125 of the Customs Act, 1962 should be given

except in very trivial cases where the adjudicating authority is satisfied that

there was no concealment of the gold in question.

24, From the above judicial pronouncements, it is clear that in case of

prohibited goods, discretion is vested with the adjudicating authority to give an

option to the passenger/ importer to pay fine in lieu of confiscation. In the

instant case, the smuggling of gold was done by the passenger. This leaves me

with no option but to absolutely confiscate gold kadi Wali Chain ( 1 piece)

weighing 163.290 gram, Gold Luclqy (1 piece) weighing 59.830 grams and Gold

Bangles (02 pieces) weighing f 38.880 gram, totally weighing 362.00 grams

having purity 999 of 24kL

25. It is quite clear from the above lindings that gold was kept undeclared

and on her passing through the DFMD, a loud beep sound was heard. The

officer of Customs again asked passenger to remove all metallic objects, the

passenger removed two bangles and a bracelet hidden inside her sleeve of
jacket and one chain under her T-shirt and kept them in a plastic tray and

thereafter passed through the DFMD machine. On her passing through the

DFMD, and no sound is generated from the DFMD machine. The officers of

Customs then passes the plastic tray containing two bangles, bracelet and

chain through the X-Ray scanning machine. The passenger's two bangles,

bracelet and chain and remaining articles are now scanned in the X-ray

machine to which a dark black coloured image with yellow outline appeared.

The Customs authorities asked whether the two bangles, bracelet and chain

are made ol 24 Carat Gold, to which the passenger confessed that the said two

bangles, bracelet and chain are in raw gold form. The record before me suggest

that the passenger did not choose to declare it as she chose green channel for

Customs clearance after arriving from foreign destination and gold kadi Wali

Chain ( I piece) weighing 163.290 gram, Gold Luclqp (i piece) weighing 59.830

grams and Gold Bangles (02 pieces) weighing 138.880 gram, totally weighing

362.00 grams having purily 999 of 24kt was placed under seizure vide

panchnama drawn on 16.03.2020. The passenger in her statement dated

16.03.2020 stated that the Gold kadi Wali Chain ( I piece) weighing 163.290
gram, Gold Lucky (1 piece) weighing 59.830 grams and Gold Bangles (O2

pieces) weighing 138.880 grams does not belong to her. The passenger in her

statement dated 16.03.2020 further stated that her said sister in law (Bhabhi)

namely Daksha Wagh who is staying in Dubai had booked her ticket for the

same and her said sister in law (Bhabhi) namely Daksha Wagh who is staying
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in Dl.bai has asked her to carry the said seized goods and her said sister in law
(Bhabhi) is supposed to give some money to carry for the same. Despite having

knowledge that the goods had to be declared and would be offending on its
import, the passenger had tried to clear gold kadi Wali Chain ( 1 piece)

weighing L63.29O gram, Gold Lucky (1 piece) weighing 59.830 grams and Gold

Bangles (02 pieces) weighing 138.880 gram, totally weighing 362.00 grams

having purity 999 of 24kt by not declaring the same on arrival at the airport.
The intention was thus clear, I find that she has committed an offence of the

nature described in Section 1 l2(a) & 112(b) of Customs Act, 1962 makes her

liable for penalty under Section lf 2 (i) of the Customs Act,l962. By using the

modus of concealment of the said gold, it is observed that the passenger was

fully aware that the goods would be offending in nature on its import. It,
therefore, is proved that she has knowingly carried the gold and failed to

declare the same on her arrival at the airport. It is seen that she has involved

in carrying, keeping, concealing and has dealt with the offending goods in a
manner which she knew or had reasons to believe were liable to confiscation

under the Act, It, therefore, proved that the passenger has committed an

offence of the nature described in Section 1 12(a) & 1 12(b) of Customs Act,

1962.

26. Given my above findings, I pass the following Order.

ORDER

11.

I order absolute confiscation of recovered 24Kt and 999.0 purity gold viz

Gold kadi Wali Chain ( 1 piece) weighing 163.290 gram, Gold Luclry (1

piece) weighing 59.830 grams and Gold Bangles (02 pieces) weighing

138.880 grams , total (4 piece) and totally weighing 362.O0 grams

having Tariff value at Rs. 13,57,355 (Rupees Thirteen lakh fifty Seven

thousand three hundred and fifty five Only) and Market Value at Rs.

15,38,500/- (Rupees Fifteen Lakh thirty eight thousand five hundred

only) placed under seizure vide panchnama drawn on 16.03.2O20 and

attempted to be smuggled and recovered from the passenger, under the

provisions of Sections 111(d), l1l(i),111 (l),111 (m) of the Customs Act

1962;

I impose a penalty of Rs.1,OO,000 /- (Rupees One lakh only) on Mrs.

:ffi:"T,',i;J*" 
under the provisions "::::"\$

Joint Commissioner,

Customs, Ahmedabad.

il
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o/c-

F. No. VIII/10-79/SVPIA/ o&A/HQ I 2o2o-21 Date : 03.06.2027

BY SPEED POST A.D.

To,

Mrs Amruta Tabhji Wagh,
Al6 514, SrH Floor, Mangal Shruti Co. Housing Society,
S.K Rathod Road, Tardeo,
Mumbai, Maharashtra - PIN 400034

Mrs Amruta Tabhji Wagh,
Sft floor, room No. 51 1 , Sindhu Durgh society,
Ghatkopar West,
Mumbai, Maharashtra.

l?,
tTECE IVE t)

K,D
CUSTOMSO, A'BAD.

ATE : o -o -?,

SIGN. :
tw

.{AME :

N
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Copy to:
o The Principal Commissioner, Customs, Ahmedabad.

o The Deputy Commissioner, Customs, RRA, Ahmedabad.

o The Deputy Commissioner, Customs(Alu), SVPIA, Customs, Ahmedabad

r The Deputy Commissioner, Customs, Recovery Cell, Ahmedabad.

r The Deputy Commissioner, Customs, Legal Prosecution, Ahmedabad.

. The System In-charge, Customs, Ahmedabad for upload on the official

website i.e. http: / /www.ahmedabadcusloms. sov. in

o The Guard File.


